Efficiency of paramagnetic relaxation enhancement in off-resonance rotating frame.
Transferring from laboratory frame to off-resonance rotating frame for the (1)H spin can compensate the relaxivity loss for paramagnetic agents at the magnetic field strength higher than 3 Tesla and enhance water relaxation rate constant significantly. A comprehensive theory for calculating the relaxation rate constants in the off-resonance rotating frame is described. This theory considers the contributions from both inner shell and outer shell water. The derived relaxation rate constants and relaxation enhancement efficiency as a function of the magnetic field strength and the effective field parameters are directly correlated to the structures, dynamics and environments of paramagnetic agents. To validate the theoretical predictions, we have measured the relaxation enhancement efficiency for a series of macromolecule conjugated gadolinium chelates at 9.4 Tesla. The experimental results confirmed the theoretical predictions. The theory also predicts the relaxation enhancement for T(2)-type paramagnetic agents at high magnetic fields. Promising fields of applications include situations where T(1)- or T(2)-type paramagnetic agents are used for labeling molecular/cellular events.